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Agenda

01  Align Text/Images
02  Recolor images
03  Locked images
04  Animations
05  Pear Deck Add-on

Google for Education

Align Text and Images
Align Text and Images

Insert Text and/or Images

Select items to align
(Hold CTRL to select more than one)

Choose **Arrange > Align** or **>Distribute**
Recolor images

colorblind?
Recolor Images

Colorblind?

- Insert Image
- Select image
- Format Options
- Recolor

Color Enhancer Chrome Ext

Google for Education

“Lock” Items
On a slide
“Lock” Items on a Slide

Method #1

- **Google Drawings**
- Page setup - same as Slides
- Layout items to “lock”
- File > Download as > JPEG or PNG
- Slides > Background > Image

Google for Education

[Google Drawings](http://bit.ly/SlickSlides)
“Lock” Items on a Slide

Method #2

- Edit font size, color, style
- Change colors
- Adjust banners and static images for background
- Save

View | Insert | Format | Slide | Arrange
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Present | Ctrl+F5 |
Animations | Ctrl+Alt+Shift+B |

Master

Click to edit master title style

● FIRST LEVEL
  ○ Second level
    ▪ Third level
    ○ Fourth level
    ▪ Sixth level
  ○ Fifth level
  ▪ Seventh level
  ○ Eighth level

Google for Education
Animations
Stop Motion!

Google for Education
Animations

Stop Motion!

SLICK SLIDES ANIMATIONS TUTORIAL

Pear Deck
Add-On

Google for Education
Pear Deck Add-On

1. Enter Code
   Joinpd.com

2. Wait for Teacher

3. Answer, Draw Drag & Drop

Google for Education
Label the diagram using the terms below.

The Layers of the Earth

inner core  outer core  crust  mantle
Pear Deck Add-On

1. Add-ons > Get Add-ons
2. Open Pear Deck Add-on
3. Use templates to add interactivity
4. Modify as needed
5. Present Lesson in class

Google for Education
That’s a wrap.
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